A RESOLUTION OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF NORTHERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY, HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, KENTUCKY, TO REQUEST THE ILLUMINATION OF FLAGS LOCATED ON THE CENTRAL PLAZA DURING THE HOURS OF DARKNESS.

WHEREAS: The Central Plaza of Northern Kentucky University displays the flags of the United States, the Commonwealth of Kentucky, and the University, and

WHEREAS: The United States Flag Code, Title 4, Chapter 1, Section 6a. stipulates that, "the flag may be displayed 24 hours a day if properly illuminated during the hours of darkness," and

WHEREAS: The flag of the United States displayed on the Central Plaza does not have the proper illumination required to be displayed during the hours of darkness, and

WHEREAS: The flags of the United States, the Commonwealth of Kentucky, and the University displayed on the grounds of the Bank of Kentucky Center are properly illuminated in accordance with the United States Flag Code,

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED, on this 21st day of February 2011, that the Student Government Association, requests the illumination of flags located on the Central Plaza during the hours of darkness.

Signed: _______________________
Kevin Golden, President

Attest: _______________________
Austin Green, Senator

_____________________________
Mike Johnson, Secretary of Public Relations